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TRACELESS DEATH.
MISSING BURIALS IN BRONZE
AND IRON AGE ESTONIA
The article proceeds from the observation made long ago that the major part of people who
once lived and then died have ‘disappeared’ for any archaeological investigation. The
research into the Early Bronze Age has yielded no burials at all, for instance, but it is clear
that even in the following periods, with their remarkable stone grave structures and large
numbers of buried people, not all members of past communities were buried in a way,
which left observable traces. Although a few cases with alternative burial customs are
reported, it seems that the main reason for the absence of burials was the treatment of the
dead in some not-preservative way. The latter was a cultural choice in a similar, although
opposite way to erecting imposing stone graves for some remarkable persons.
Valter Lang, Institute of History and Archaeology, University of Tartu, 18 Ülikooli St.,
50090 Tartu, Estonia; valter.lang@ut.ee

Departure
In an overview of the Stone Age religious beliefs written half a century ago,
Lembit Jaanits (1961, 68 f.) drew attention to the fact that the majority of people
who lived at that time were most likely never buried in the ground. This conclusion
was made on the basis of an amazingly low number of burials known in either
settlement sites or separate cemeteries outside the settlements of that time. Similar
thoughts had been published by Estonian folklorist in exile Oskar Loorits (1949,
118) already 12 years earlier. Although more cemeteries and graves from the late
Mesolithic and Neolithic have been discovered within the last fifty years in what
is today Estonia and its neighbouring areas, this suggestion is still valid and
realistic. With a reference to anthropological evidence of some Siberian peoples,
Jaanits supposed that the dead could have been taken to certain places outside the
settlements (located e.g. in the forest) and left there on the surface of the ground,
wrapped perhaps into skins or birch bark (Jaanits 1961, 69). After some time almost
no traces will remain from such exposed bodies.
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As for the number of burial sites, the situation is even worse concerning the
Early Bronze Age: no graves have been reported so far in Estonia, which could
belong to the second millennium BC (Lang 2007, 147). This is most likely due to
the stage of investigation and it is only a matter of time when the first burials will
be discovered. In the southernmost neighbouring areas, for instance, several flat
cemeteries with pit graves of the Early Bronze Age date have been unearthed,
e.g. at Ķivutkalns and Raganukalns (Graudonis 1967; Denisova et al. 1985).
It was also in the late second millennium BC when the first monumental
above-ground burial mounds were erected there, e.g. at Pukuļi, Reznes, and
Kalnieši (Graudonis 1967; Vasks 2000). In northern and western Estonia the
first monumental stone graves were built slightly later, i.e. at the beginning of
the Late Bronze Age (Lang 2007, 147 ff.). Since that time, at least one portion of
burials has become very much visible in the archaeological record, and forms the
main subject of research.
However, it was gradually understood since the early 1990s that despite large
numbers of stone graves of the Late Bronze and Iron Ages, one part of prehistoric populations have never been buried there. How big that part was, is not
clear. At first sight this conclusion based on palaeodemographic calculations was
only made for both stone-cist graves of the Late Bronze and early Pre-Roman
Iron Ages and north-west-Estonian tarand-graves of the Roman Iron Age (Lang
& Ligi 1991; Lang 1995a) because the number of burials in those graves was too
small even for regular nuclear families. The tarand-graves in other parts of the
country yielding larger numbers of burials were regarded to correspond to burial
places of single farms with either nuclear or extended families. Later research
into the osteological evidence of cremated bones has clearly demonstrated that
even large burial grounds of the Middle and Late Iron Ages might have belonged
only to one or a few families and not to larger village communities (Mägi 2002, 74;
Allmäe 2003; Mandel 2003). This conclusion did not suit historical documents,
however, that had reported a settlement pattern consisting of relatively advanced
villages in the 13th century.
The current article aims to discuss the problems connected with mortuary
customs that are difficult to study or even invisible for archaeology. This is, first,
a study of ‘the others’ – people who did not belong to the sphere of those buried
finally in stone graves, sand barrows or flat cemeteries. Second, this is also a
study of complexity in cultural behaviour concerning the death and mortuary
customs in which the ‘proper burying’ has formed only one – and perhaps not
the most popular – way of acting. Following the definition given by Frands
Herschend (2009, 37), by the term ‘burying’ I mean the placing of the dead in a
‘burial site’, i.e. a construction (either over or beneath the ground), which was
meant to last a generation or more reminding the descendants of their ancestors.
Thus, ‘proper’ burying means some input of labour with the purpose of building a
burial site, which was able to preserve the remains of the dead for longer times;
and often also (but not necessarily) some investment of wealth by giving grave
goods to the dead. This is what ‘proper’ ancient burying means in archaeological
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terms today, but I am well aware of the fact that prehistoric people thought and
acted according to rather different concepts. However, the result of their different
approaches to death and post-mortuary activities is that the burial customs of
some people and communities can be and those of the others cannot be studied
by archaeological means today.
Who were buried, who were not?
The Late Iron Age
As a matter of fact, there is not much to study if the subject is invisible; at
least, there is not much to study empirically. The fact is that a large portion of the
dead people are ‘lost’ not only from the earlier periods but also from the Late
Iron Age; that is, they have not reached burial grounds that have been, and can
be, investigated by archaeological means. Is it possible to find the grounds for
differentiating between people who were buried and those who were not?
First, it seems obvious that not all settlement units had their own burial places.
In order to get a general picture of known burial sites in relation to probable
settlement units and population, one can use some numbers, although rather
roughly. In the early 1970s, the number of registered burial places of the Late
Iron Age in northern Estonia (111) was more than four times smaller than the
number of settlement units at the end of prehistoric times (478) (Selirand 1974,
192). However, the former number is given forty yeas ago and several new discoveries have increased it to some extent. From another side, twenty-four of
these 111 graves (21.6%) counted by Selirand (1974, 265) have not been proper
cemeteries of the period, but earlier built stone graves where the excavations
have mostly yielded only a few Late Iron Age burials or simply single artefacts
of later origin. Such sites cannot be taken as real cemeteries of corresponding
village communities; rather they reflect some aspects in the ancestors’ cult. Thus
the question of the fate of ca. 80% of the Late Iron Age dead people (resp.
settlement units) in northern Estonia arises. The same discrepancy between the
Late Iron Age burial custom and that of the medieval times (characterized by the
burying of almost all dead people either in churchyards or local village cemeteries)
becomes clear if one compares the numbers of burial places of those periods in
southern Estonia: there are ca. 100 cemeteries known from the Late Iron Age
(Selirand 1974, pl. XLII)1 and 1200 burial places from the medieval and early
modern times (Valk 2001, 18, fig. 5). The latter number is not only the result of
the changes in burial customs, however, but also reflects the population increase
during the 13th–18th centuries. A recent settlement-archaeological study of two
1

True, in 1992 Heiki Valk has counted in the same area altogether 131 burial sites. However, only
61 of them were certain while the rest of them were uncertain, only presumable burial sites
distinguished on the basis of a few isolated finds or non-professional reports (Valk 1992, fig. 2,
34 f.).
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south-Estonian parishes, Võnnu and Kambja, has revealed that there were only
18 villages of 40 (registered in the 1680s) that had archaeological evidence of the
Late Iron Age (Roog 2008, table 6). Using these parishes as a model for southern
Estonia, we can conclude that the number of settlement units in the late 17th
century was ca. 2.2 times bigger than that at the end of prehistoric times. Keeping
this increase in mind, we can suppose that the number of known late prehistoric
burial sites forms ca. 18% (using data given by Selirand) or 24% (data by Valk)
of the total number of probable settlement units of the time.
Thus, approximately 20% of the settlements in the Late Iron Age had some
kind of cemeteries, the distribution of which forms an evenly sparse pattern over
the country. This is a rough average number, which in some core areas can be
bigger, but in peripheral areas remarkably smaller. For instance, in north-western
Estonia (east and south-east of Tallinn), on the Island of Saaremaa and in the
western part of the mainland the cemeteries are located more densely (Selirand
1974, pl. XLII) but in the area between the villages of Vihasoo and Palmse
in northern Estonia no certain cemeteries of the 11th–13th centuries are known
(Lang 2000, 265 f.). As to core areas, such a distribution pattern in general speaks
for a structure where single settlement units with cemeteries were surrounded
by numerous other settlements without cemeteries. Some examples of this structure
have been published for the surroundings of what is today Tallinn (Lang 1996,
figs 106, 111, 116, 119, 124, 128, 131) and some for the Island of Saaremaa
(Mägi 2002, figs 7, 11, 13, 15, 32), and although new cemeteries can be discovered
in the future, this hardly changes the general picture. According to Marika Mägi’s
calculations, up to 240 farms could have had stone graves for their dead on the
islands of Saaremaa and Muhu in the Late Iron Age (Mägi 2002, 74), which
however forms not more than 10% of all the farms at the time (cf. Johansen 1925;
Palli 1996, 21 ff.; Lang & Valk in print). The addition of inhumation (and probable
cremation) cemeteries beneath the ground naturally increases this percentage for
these islands, but it is not clear how much.
Second, as already described above, it seems that the majority of investigated
cemeteries belonged to relatively small communities, i.e. only to one or a few
families. We unfortunately do not know in most cases what the real settlement
units nearby such cemeteries were; i.e. whether they were indeed single farms or
villages with many farms, one or a few of which used to bury their dead in a
cemetery. The situation might have been different in different areas. The area on
the lower reaches of the Pirita River can be taken as an example to describe these
differences in the Late Iron Age (Lang 1996, fig. 106). There is only one ‘proper’
flat cemetery with a stone cover in this area located at Proosa. The cemetery is
rich in cremated burials (not analysed in osteological terms) and grave goods of
the 11th–13th centuries, but it most likely belonged to a rich manor-like single
farm Koskil, which had 4 plots of arable land (i.e. ploughlands) in the early 13th
century (see Johansen 1933, 450). There are no cemeteries reported from the
neighbouring villages at Väo (13) and Nehatu (7 ploughlands). Only a small stone
grave with a few bones and grave goods is known from Iru but it is hardly a
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cemetery of the whole village with 7 ploughlands. The same can be said about
Lagedi (23 ploughlands and a relatively small number of grave goods dispersed
in several earlier stone graves or found as isolated finds nearby) and Saha (12
ploughlands and a small flat cemetery with inhumations in pit graves near the
chapel on the Chapel Hill2), while no cemeteries have been discovered at Ülejõe
(16), Maardu (12), and some other places of smaller size. Thus it is evident for
this area that (i) only one relatively small settlement unit (perhaps a large single
manor-like farm) buried their dead in a ‘proper’ way, (ii) several villages with many
farms did not bury their dead at all in proper cemeteries (or these cemeteries are
still unknown, which is less believable for this well-studied area), and (iii) only
one or a few farms from some other villages have buried some of their dead (or
simply put some offerings without burials) either in the (earlier) stone graves or
in a new way as inhumations in pit graves, while the rest of the farms of the same
villages did not bury to preserve.
Many other examples can be found from northern Estonia where both the
in-depth settlement-archaeological analyses (Lang 1996; 2000; Vedru 2010) and
the lists of villages of the early 13th century (Johansen 1933) are available. Yet,
almost all these examples seem to fit one of these three possibilities mentioned in
the paragraph above. One of the few exceptions is a flat cemetery with inhumations
in pit graves located at Pada, in front of the large hill fort. Only one fourth of the
area of this cemetery has been excavated but 172 richly furnished skeletons
(Tamla 1996) indicate a short-time burial ground of a large and wealthy community,
that inhabiting the hill fort. It is likely that the majority of the dead of this hill fort
community were buried in the cemetery. A similar cemetery, but probably smaller
in size, was recently unearthed at Kukruse, north-eastern Estonia (Lõhmus et al.
2010). One more exception comes from the sand barrows of the Votic population
in north-eastern Estonia (e.g. Jõuga and Kuremäe) where also all people seem to
have been buried (Ligi 1993). This is, however, a reflection of another, different
burial custom, which seems to have been unfamiliar to the rest of the country.
It thus seems to be evident that the ‘proper’ burying of the dead and furnishing
them with grave goods was characteristic of a few communities sharing socially
outstanding positions in society. In addition, there are many earlier stone graves
that have yielded limited numbers of Late Iron Age grave goods, but that could
not have served as proper graveyards for whole communities living nearby. The
example of Pada indicates the hill fort communities that without doubt also
possessed better positions. This must have been much more widely spread in the
Late Iron Age as there were numerous other hill forts with permanent settlement
the cemeteries of which are still unknown. From another side, there is evidence
of a number of burial sites with cremations beneath the ground. Some of them
have been quite richly furnished but many are poor or empty of grave goods,
which does not allow to group them among the graveyards of the elite (see more
below).
2

This cemetery was founded not before the late 12th century.
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Although the social difference seems to be the main feature dividing the
communities to those whose dead were buried and whose were not, it does not
mean that there could not be other features, e.g. differences in religious beliefs.
Remarkable differences in the treatment of bodies after death certainly refer to
different understanding of afterlife. Yet, it seems likely that probable differences
in beliefs were socially determined.
The Late Bronze and Early Iron Ages
After this overview of burying customs at the final stage of prehistoric times,
which is relatively well covered with archaeological (and partly also written)
evidence, it is necessary to analyse briefly also earlier times in order to reach
the roots of the phenomenon of ‘not-burying’. Actually, the latter is a more
primordial custom in human culture than the burying of the dead; yet, our
modern stereotypical way of thinking does not accept it easily in the ‘culturally
developed West’.
Around the turn of the II and I millennia BC, monumental above-ground
stone-cist graves with both individual and collective burials started to spread in
northern and western coastal Estonia; that is, in the region, which did not know
burying of the dead in the II millennium BC3. This phenomenon coincided with
other remarkable changes in society during the early Late Bronze Age, as reflected
e.g. in the distribution of fields with permanent fences, fortified settlements, the
knowledge of bronze casting, etc. (Lang 2007). Although the advent of stone-cist
graves as such can be interpreted in the terms of religious change, it thus
coincided with the sharpening of social stratification. Considering archaeological
and anthropological parallels from other regions of the world, we can assume that
the high status in society was not graded on a purely individual basis, but that
social groups (e.g. lineages) were ranked and their status was hereditary (cf.
Wason 1994, 90). However, the question of who was buried into those graves, is
not easy to answer, because the evidence of contemporary settlement sites is very
poor. The graves display different distribution patterns: (i) in some core areas
(e.g. north-western Estonia) the groups of stone-cist graves are located rather
evenly and densely reflecting, perhaps seemingly, the map of single agricultural
farms; (ii) in some areas (the surroundings of lake Kahala) the graves are located
so densely and in so large numbers that no such pattern of farms can be realistic;
(iii) in peripheral areas they have spread so sparsely that they hardly reflect the
existence of a whole settlement. We can add that (iv) large interior areas of Estonia
have yielded almost no stone-cist graves (with some exceptions), although
numerous stray finds, some settlement sites and pollen analytical data from bog
and lake sediments prove the existence of human habitation there. As to the
burial custom, we can conclude that in the areas of the 1st group all farms have
3

Only a few small cemeteries with Corded Ware cultural background are reported from this region
prior to the Late Bronze Age.
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probably built stone graves, but only a few members of those farm communities
have been buried in those graves. The total number of burials in the graves of the
2nd group (Kahala) seems to be so large that it even exceeds the number of
people who could live in that area. Only a few farms in the areas of the 3rd group
have built stone-cist graves and no such graves were used in the areas of the 4th
group.
Ca. 500 tarand-graves of the Early Iron Age are known (Lõugas & Selirand
1989, 71) that are distributed rather evenly across the country, except for western
Estonia and the islands with very few graves. The lack of evidence of settlement
sites does not allow us to draw any conclusions about the relationships between
the numbers of tarand-graves and contemporary settlements. Yet, some calculations
with general and rough numbers might help us to go further. The palaeodemographical considerations have shown that one tarand-grave was most likely used
for burying by a community with approximately ten members (Lang 1996, 356 ff.).
Although many tarand-graves have been destroyed over centuries, these 500 graves,
from the other side, are certainly not contemporary and, therefore, we can use
this number as the highest average number of contemporarily used tarandgraves. The total number of inhabitants in what is today Estonia in the Roman
Iron Age is considered around 30,000 (Lang 1990; Ligi 1995, 222); i.e. not more
than 3000 families with ten members in each. These numbers mean that only ca.
17% of the communities built and used the graves in question. But this is the
average number and the situation was different in different areas; for instance, we
have to subtract the population of western Estonia and the islands from this
number in order to get a more real picture for the rest of Estonia with tarandgraves. But even there the situation varied and the areas with denser pattern of
tarand-graves were surrounded with areas displaying much sparser patterns of
graves.
One can thus conclude that the tradition of burying the dead started to spread
next to the old tradition of ‘not-burying’ since the beginning of the Late Bronze
Age (excluding here the sporadic Stone Age evidence). It has always been a custom
which was only shared by a small portion of population and communities. Whatever the initial factors were according to which people were buried or not, the
burying of the dead into stone graves or other cemeteries became gradually a
custom of groups with a socially outstanding position. This was so perhaps
already in the Late Bronze Age and certainly in the Pre-Roman and Roman Iron
Ages. As to the Middle and Late Iron Ages, the numbers of reported cemeteries
are even smaller than those in the Roman Iron Age (compare corresponding
numbers in Vassar 1956, 183, footnote 64, fig. 42; Selirand 1974, pl. XLII; Laul
2001, 27, fig. 3 and Lang 2007, fig. 116), although the population had meanwhile
increased ca. five-six times as believed by some authors (from ca. 30,000 to ca.
150,000 or even 180,000). The corresponding numbers of the Late Iron Age
indicate that only ca. 20% of people were buried either in stone graves or flat
cemeteries beneath the ground and, hence, 80% of people have not reached burial
grounds that can be discovered by archaeological means today. In social terms,
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20% of society should have involved not only the elite but probably also some
outstanding portion of the ‘middle class’.
A hypothesis about the social factors of burying
As burials in ‘proper’ graves seem to have been socially determined, we must
look for some social structuring in society, which would help to understand the
low numbers of ‘proper’ burial sites. In the Late Bronze and Early Iron Ages
(until the middle of the first millennium AD), the communities in the region of
the distribution of monumental stone graves were supposedly organised by groups
of farms led by ‘dominant’ farms (Lang 1996; 2002; 2007). As the settlement
sites of that period are rare, the settlement units were mostly distinguished on the
basis of the location of stone graves, which means that we do not actually know the
real number of surrounding communities. The analysis of grave goods has yielded,
however, that only a few communities erecting and burying in stone graves could
be labelled as outstanding (and thus ‘dominant’) while the rest were ‘ordinary’ in
the sense of wealth invested in graves. Palaeodemographic calculations reveal
a larger part of society that did not at all bury in stone graves. The territories
of the systems with one dominating farm embraced ca. 100–200 km2 until the
(late) Roman Iron Age, but were then divided into smaller units (ca. 40–60 km2),
at least in north-western Estonia (Lang 1996, 482).
During the Middle and Late Iron Ages, the socio-economical formations of
farms and villages, called vakuses in Estonian, developed on the basis of former
territories with one dominant farm (Lang 2002). The vakuses were prehistoric
taxation and administration units that were later, after the conquest, taken over
by new landlords. At the beginning of the 13th century, the average size of the
vakuses in Rävala district was ca. 39 and that in Harju district ca. 30 ploughlands,
being remarkably bigger in Viru district. The number of villages in such territories
was most often between 3 and 6; the number of farms was presumably 25–30%
smaller than that of ploughlands (Lang 1996, 366; Tarvel 1996, 246). We can
assume that the chiefs or owners of the vakuses formed the main portion of
the Estonian prehistoric nobility, perhaps those who were called “richer, better
and elder” in the chronicle of Henry of Livonia from the early 13th century
(HCL 1982).
The total number of ploughlands at the beginning of the 13th century was
ca. 21,000–22,000 (Palli 1996, 21 f. and references therein). Although their number
per a vakus could vary quite remarkably in different parts of the country, I think
that 30–40 as an average could be acceptable in order to make the following
calculations simpler. These numbers mean that there could have been ca. 525–
733 vakuses in late prehistoric Estonia.4 Jüri Selirand has counted altogether 316
sites with Late Iron Age burials in what is the mainland of Estonia (1974, 37).
4

As a matter of fact, not all farms and villages were subordinated to the vakus-institution (Lang
2002) and, therefore, the real number of vakuses was to some extent smaller.
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When we add the burial sites on the islands of Saaremaa and Muhu, new sites
discovered during the last 40 years, and both presumably destroyed and still not
discovered cemeteries, I guess the total number of cemeteries will fit rather well
with that range for the number of vakuses. This means that, as an average, there
could have been only one ‘proper’ cemetery within a territory of farms and villages
of one vakus-type unit of taxation and administration.
This hypothesis can be tested by landscape archaeological studies, the first
step of which is to distinguish the territories of prehistoric vakuses. Without going
into details, it is possible to do this – although always with some uncertainty –
only in northern Estonia where we possess data on the size of settlement units
in ploughlands of the early 13th century (see more Lang 2002). At least in some
regions of northern Estonia this hypothesis seems to work rather well – for instance,
in the areas of the lower and middle reaches of the Pirita River mentioned
above. In some other regions the picture is not so clear, but this is mostly due
to the lack of in-depth settlement-archaeological investigations. The discrepancy
comes there from the deficiency of cemeteries of the Late Iron Age (but such can
be discovered in the future) rather than from the circumstance that there are two
or more outstanding cemeteries within one vakus. True, in several vakuses there
can be some other features of burying in addition to a ‘proper’ cemetery; yet,
in such cases one is mostly dealing with the limited re-use of older stone graves.
Of course, there is no need to exclude the possibility of several outstanding
cemeteries in one vakus either; in this case there were probably several leading
(and conquering) lineages in the neighbourhood. And similarly – there is possibly
no need to expect the existence of at least one ‘proper’ cemetery in each of the
prehistoric vakus. The real life was certainly much more complicated and
many-featured than one hypothesis could reflect; yet, the general distribution of
late prehistoric cemeteries seems to correspond to the spread of taxation and
administration units. In other words: the distribution of well-furnished cemeteries
seems to reflect the geographical location of leading families.
The situation in some neighbouring areas
The grave deficit characterizing prehistoric periods is a phenomenon of which
the archaeologists in many countries have increasingly become aware within the
last 20–30 years (e.g. Whimster 1981; Barrett 1996; Kaliff 1997; 1998; Parker
Pearson 1999, 5, 132; Armit & Ginn 2007). Frands Herschend has recently
(2009, 33 ff.) summarized and analysed the more common indications of this
deficiency in an earlier research in Scandinavia. According to him, the researchers
have pointed out, first, the lack of children’s graves, characteristic of almost
all prehistoric periods. Second, some certain geographical areas have lacked
the graves datable to some specific periods. And third, certain taphonomic
factors such as unfavourable preservation conditions, unlucky find circumstances,
lack of money or professional interest, the devastating effects of some human
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activities, etc. could also be responsible for the too small numbers of graves.
Herschend himself is convinced that the deficiency of graves is not occasional
because
…only a fraction of the Early Iron Age dead was buried in such a way that we can recognise
the context of their funeral as indeed a burial. In most cases of death, we may suspect that after
a short time, there were no context let alone any remains to be found (Herschend 2009, 44).

Early graves have often reflected settlements of outstanding, leading farms, thus
being class-biased and upper-class bound. Cemeteries can also be ‘thematic’ in a
way that, for instance, only children were buried in certain places or armed men
in some other places (op. cit., 117 ff.).
Recent studies have also stressed the deficiency of graves in the reflection
of prehistoric settlement in Finland. The number of Late Iron Age cemeteries in
south-western Finland, for instance, is considered to be many times smaller than
could be expected on the basis of medieval settlement units (e.g. Pihlman 2004;
Asplund 2008, 311 ff.). Thus the situation in south-western Finland resembles
very much what is known from Estonia. According to Sirkku Pihlman (2004),
only one group of farms buried their dead in cemeteries – these were wellestablished farms in core areas, which most likely belonged to outstanding families
of upper classes. Other farms were dependent on these elite farms, were located
in more peripheral areas and did not bury in archaeologically detectable contexts.
This interpretation, in principle, is quite acceptable; yet Pihlman’s estimation for
the number of ‘non-burying’ farms (equal to that of burying ones) seems clearly
too small. It is similarly questionable that only peripheral farms did not bury their
dead in cemeteries; the Estonian example proves that a number of villages
located in old-established settlement cores and had a long agricultural history did
not use cemeteries either in the Late Iron Age. The situation might naturally have
varied in different regions and it was different also in the areas of Finland; one
exception has been the Eura area with its rich burial evidence where at least the
cemetery at Luistari has been used for burying by a whole village (LehtosaloHilander 1984). In the Crusade Period Karelia (both on north-western and southern/
south-eastern shores of the Lake Ladoga), on the other hand, richly furnished
inhumation cemeteries and barrows have been interpreted as belonging to a small
upper class, while the cemeteries of ‘common people’ are still not known (Moora
1956, 102, note 133; Uino 1997, 117).
Due to the lack of relevant analyses it is difficult to estimate the situation in
Latvia and Lithuania. In the Early Metal Ages (until the Roman Iron Age), the
numbers of known cemeteries are so small that they hardly reflect the distribution
of a whole settlement. For instance, only nine sites with barrows of the late PreRoman and early Roman Iron Ages have been registered in what is now western
Lithuania, giving a reason to suggest a very sparse settlement pattern (Michelbertas
1986, fig. 83; Couronians 2008, 38). Although the number of burial grounds
there increased remarkably in the following centuries of the Roman Iron Age –
interpreted as an evidence of population increase (Couronians 2008, 39) – they
still hardly reflect the location of all settlement sites. The same can also be
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said for the rest of Lithuania (cf. Michelbertas 1986, figs 83–87) and Latvia
(e.g. Šnore 1993) during the Roman Iron Age. Since the Middle Iron Age, however,
large cemeteries with hundreds of burials occurred in both Lithuania and Latvia
(e.g. Tautavičius 1996, 44–100; Radiņš 1999) that refer to different directions
in the development of burial customs in comparison to what we know in Estonia.
How representative are the numbers of cemeteries in the relation to those of
settlement sites, is not however clear.
Alternative ways in mortuary customs
There are several possible ways how the dead could have been treated
alternatively to the burying in above-ground stone graves or flat cemeteries with
inhumations in pits. Some of them are documented by archaeological means;
others are purely speculative but still highly possible due to ethnographic parallels
elsewhere. They all refer to highly developed complexity in post-mortuary customs.
Underground cremation cemeteries
First, some observations are necessary about the burial customs that have led
to the making of real cemeteries which, however, are very difficult to discover.
These have been, first of all, cremations in pit graves and cremations on prepared
plots.
There is some limited data about cremations in pit graves that belong to the
Late Bronze and Early Iron Ages (Lang 2007, 217 f.). As the majority of this data
has come from the excavations of stone graves, it cannot be excluded that such
a custom was somehow linked only to those graves or – which is perhaps more
relevant – places of the graves that through continuous reuse represented significant
foci in cultural landscape (cf. Barrett 1996; Bradley 2002). More data about the
cremations in pit graves (sometimes connected with structures of stones) comes
from the Middle and Late Iron Ages. A thorough overview of such later cemeteries,
both certain and presumable (34 altogether), is given by Mati Mandel (2003,
141 ff.). In most cases these cemeteries have been provided with grave goods.
Several burial sites of this kind have been discovered only recently, e.g. at Harmi
(Tamla & Kivistik 2000; Tamla 2002), Raasiku (Ülle Tamla, pers. comm.), and
Kodasoo (Vedru 2004); the burials at these north-Estonian sites were richly
furnished as well.
As for the later Iron Age, it is also highly relevant in this context that a
new type of burial custom was recently distinguished in south-eastern Estonia:
cremations on prepared plots that were covered with a layer of earth. At Kirikumägi
and Kalmetemägi in Siksälä, cremated human bones were dispersed over the top
of the hillocks, rather densely at some places and quite sparsely in some others
(Laul & Valk 2007, 18; Valk & Allmäe 2010). Topsoil was removed before the
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burying and larger plots were prepared for burying, while up to half a metre thick
layer of sand was heaped on the bones and these plots after the burying. Grave
goods were either missing (Kirikumägi) or few in number (Kalmetemägi), but
both burials sites were dated to the Late Iron Age (Valk & Allmäe 2010). The
burial custom just described has close parallels with that reported by the excavators
of sand barrows (e.g. Aun 1980). The problem is, of course, that traces of such
cemeteries are very hard to discover and thus we simply do not know how widely
the custom in question had spread. The same can be said about the burial field
with cremations underground recently discovered at Uugla, western Estonia.
Scattered pieces of burnt bone together with a few grave goods can be found
there over a large area around a richly furnished stone grave with cremations
(Mandel 2008; 2010). As both the stone grave and scattered cremations around
were contemporary (11th–13th centuries), we may speculate about social relationships between these two groups burying in different ways (Mandel 2008, 87). It
has to be noted, however, that the data of such sites is so limited today that it
cannot solve the questions about the burial custom of the majority of population.
Scattered cremations
In addition to these more or less ‘proper’ burials of cremated bones, there is
also some evidence on cremated human bones scattered over a larger area on the
ground; in some cases such bones might have been covered with a thinner layer
of soil. It is understandable that scattered burnt bone can survive in soil and
is later discovered only when protected with later deposits. Therefore it is not
surprising that our knowledge about such a custom comes only from the excavations
of later monuments. Scattered cremated bones were unearthed, for instance, when
excavating a stone grave with inhumations at Ilmandu, north-western Estonia
(Lang 1995b). These bones together with pieces of charcoal were discovered
there under the bottom stones of the grave in the depth of 5–6 cm and were
radiocarbon-dated to the beginning of the Late Bronze Age. Traces of a very similar
custom were later also discovered at Tõugu, northern Estonia, where cremated
human and animal bones (without pieces from skull)5 were found scattered beneath
the Pre-Roman tarand-grave IIC with inhumations (Lang 2000, 113 f.). At Kukruse,
north-eastern Estonia, scattered cremations together with some pieces of burnt
grave goods of bronze were discovered between the pit graves with richly furnished
inhumations of the 12th–13th centuries (Lõhmus et al. 2010, 75). It seems that
the place was first used for scattering the cremated burials and later turned into a
‘proper’ inhumation cemetery.
5

A cremation without cranial bones was also discovered in the stone cist of grave IIA nearby,
radiocarbon-dated to the final Late Bronze Age (Lang 2000, 99). Different post-mortem
treatment of the head and the body was characteristic of the Early Metal Ages in Estonia (and
elsewhere) and it seems that it was shared by both the burying in monumental stone graves and
outside.
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Scattered burnt bones beneath the stone graves, sand barrows or in the area of
flat cemeteries have been discovered at many other places as well.6 It is clear that
without later buildings protecting such earlier burials they disappeared. If these
burial sites contain cremated burials, it is not always clear, however, whether
such scattered bones originate from those later graves (post-depositional replacement) or initial burials that were put there before the monuments in questions
were erected. The datable contexts refer to a long timespan, reaching from the
Late Bronze Age to the Middle Ages. The use of the same places over centuries
and even millennia for certain ritual purposes – involving the burying of selected
human bones, erection of monumental stone graves, barrows and cemeteries,
building of chapels, etc. – emphasizes the focal sacral importance of these places
for the surrounding communities.
In addition to place-related dispersal of cremated bones, scattering ashes in the
wind and water has also been suggested by some authors (e.g. Mägi 2007, 9 f.).
Empirical data of such a custom in Estonia is not available, but the underwater
cremations of the 12th–15th centuries are reported from the territories of the
Couronians in western Latvia (Couronians 2008, 64 f.) and there are some still
earlier water burials explored in Finnish Ostrobothnia (Wessman 2010, 27).
Throwing ashes into water is also mentioned in old Icelandic sagas (Kaliff 1997,
92). There are several other ways how (cremated) bones could ‘disappear’ from
ordinary burial places, e.g. the use of bones for carbonizing iron in smitheries
(Gansum 2004), sacrificing ‘raw, cooked and burnt humans’ to gods (Oestigaard
2000), placing different parts of cremated bodies in different places, both in graves
and ritual buildings (Kaliff 1997; 1998), etc.
Exposure
One of alternatives to burying in ‘proper’ cemeteries is considered to be the
exposure of the dead or the so-called open air burying – i.e. leaving the dead
bodies on the ground, on top of trees or elsewhere. As the experiments with
corpses of dead animals have demonstrated, there will be almost no visible traces
(except some bigger bones) of such ‘burials’ on the surface of ground already
after a few years (Jonuks & Konsa 2007; Tõnno Jonuks, pers. comm., January
2011). Of course, until we do not possess direct archaeological evidence of the
mortuary custom like this, it is nothing but pure speculation to presume the
existence of that custom in prehistoric times.
However, I would like to refer here to isolated human bones found outside the
burial contexts. The occurrence of such bones in settlement layers does not prove
6

A thorough overview of prehistoric cremations in southern Estonia is produced by Anti Lillak
(2006; 2009). In addition to the cremations on the ground there is also some ethnographic data
about the cremations in clay urns put on the top of posts and covered with small roofs; such a
custom is reported from the eastern neighbouring areas of south-eastern Estonia (Piho in print).
How widely and when this custom was spread is still unknown.
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the existence of the custom of exposure by itself, because they can also originate
from ordinary proper graves and speak about some kind of manipulation with the
bones of dead ancestors.7 For instance, numerous human bones found in Scottish
Iron Age settlement sites have been partly interpreted in this way (Armit & Ginn
2007). According to Ian Armit and Victoria Ginn (2007, 129), there is a strong
evidence that such human bones often reached the final archaeological contexts
after a long period of time (up to several centuries, perhaps), participating meanwhile in ritual activities of the living communities. This is also what can be said
about Estonian prehistoric cemeteries, as it is often reported that the bodies are
not complete and many bones are missing (e.g. Vedru 1998; Lang 2000; Jonuks
2009, 173 ff.). But human bones without other evidence of particular burial or
settlement sites have been often discovered all over the country and our topographic archives are full of such reports. Such findings and reports may naturally
come from the destroyed ‘proper’ cemeteries – particularly from medieval village
cemeteries where grave goods were not always obligatory. Until we have not
excavated any of these sites, it is impossible to provide more detailed analysis of
the subject.
Ethnographic parallels can also be drawn. As already mentioned above, some
Siberian peoples take their dead to certain places outside the settlements (located
e.g. in the forest) and leave them there on the ground, wrapped perhaps into skins
or birch bark (Jaanits 1961, 69 and references therein). Still in the early 20th
century some indigenous Siberian tribes used to bury their dead far away from
the villages in order to avoid the ghosts coming back to home (Donner 1979,
147). Oskar Loorits (1949, 118) suggested that ancient Estonians left dead bodies
on top of trees. There are early written sources telling that in Mongolia, four
different mortuary customs were known before the times of Genghis Khan:
bodies could be buried, cremated, left exposed to wild beasts or in trees, whereas
exposure could be followed by the collection of bones and their subsequent burial
(Crubézy et al. 2006).8 Even today the dead have been left there in open air, on
mountain slopes,
where birds feed on the earthly remains of the deceased and thus take their soul up to heavenly
spheres (Jonuks & Konsa 2007, 97, fig. 1).

We can thus conclude that prehistoric mortuary customs have been rather
diverse and only some of them have led to the ‘proper burying’ of dead. The
traces of the burying have completely disappeared in many cases of ‘alternative’
7

8

The osteological assemblages of Estonian settlement sites have not been comprehensively studied,
and therefore we cannot give here any thorough survey of the findings of human bones. Some
teeth and a burned piece of human skull found at Viking Age Linnaaluste I settlement site and
two fragments of human humerus from the Late Iron Age Keava hill fort can be some examples,
for instance Maldre (in print). The phenomenon of exhumation (i.e. digging out the deceased’s
remains) in the culture of death is considered by Arukask (this volume).
‘Ordinary’ graves (tombs) are found there only in small clusters (ca. 2–20 graves) and show
considerable variation in burial rites (Crubézy et al. 2006); thus, the majority of the dead is ‘lost’
for archaeology also in this region.
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burying, while in many others they have been found only by chance. It must
be stressed here once again that the main difference between the ‘proper’ and
‘improper’ burying comes from the circumstance whether there is something
preserved that can be studied by archaeological method today or not. In this way,
the ‘proper’ and ‘improper’ burials are our constructs, not theirs in the past. But
it should also be clear that there had to be some essential difference in social
and/or religious sphere as well, which determined such a difference in mortuary
customs.
Consequences
Although the situation has slightly varied through different periods of the
Metal Ages and in different regions of Estonia, we can still conclude that the
major part of population has never been buried in a way, which could preserve
the remains of dead bodies until today. This fact has been briefly acknowledged
by many authors during the last decades (Lang & Ligi 1991; Mägi 2002; Valk
2009); yet it seems that this matter has not been considered in further discussions
about prehistoric burial customs or related topics.
One of the consequences is that the available numbers of prehistoric graves or
burials in the graves cannot be used in palaeodemographic calculations for the
whole population once living in what is now Estonia. As the known grave
structures of the Late Bronze and Iron Ages seem to be socially determined
and belong to the groups of elite or ‘higher middle class’ (Ligi 1995), then all
fluctuations in the number of corresponding graves can be explained by changes
in social strategies of these groups forming only 20% of the entire population.
This means that research into further ‘social stratification’ within the populations
buried in archaeologically known graves has to consider that those communities
shared more or less outstanding positions anyway and there is no sense to look
for lower strata in those graves. The earlier research has distinguished both
dominant and ordinary farms among the communities buried in the Roman Iron
Age tarand-graves while the rest of society was buried elsewhere (Lang 2007,
225 ff.). The decrease in the number of archaeologically known graveyards during
the Middle Iron Age and a too slight increase in the Late Iron Age on the
background of remarkable growth of population during the same time (from ca.
30,000 to ca. 150,000–180,000) speaks most likely about the general narrowing
of the circle of people buried in ‘proper’ cemeteries. This, in turn, means the
sharpening of social stratification. Differences within the burying units (richer
and poorer burials within a grave or cemetery) are mostly occasional and natural
variations between the members of leading lineages.
The question about possible differences in religious beliefs between the elite
groups and common people is not easy to answer because there is not enough
data on the mortuary customs of the latter. What we know almost for certain
is that the religious practices of common people were not connected with the
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erection and use of monumental graves; i.e. the cult of the ancestors was probably
not very well established – or it was practised otherwise. Concerning the Bronze
and Early Iron Ages I have suggested earlier (Lang 2007, 249) that fertility cult
rituals, which were performed by making cup-marked stones, might be connected
with common people, whereas monumental stone graves were used for religious
practices by leading groups. The use of sacred groves also fits better the world of
beliefs of common people – the more so if their use started together with the
advent of stone graves, as believed by Tõnno Jonuks (2007, 23; 2009, 209). It
does not mean that elite groups had to be somehow excluded from the rituals
performed either near the cup-marked stones or in groves and most likely the
beliefs of both social strata suited one another well (as proved, for instance, by the
sharing of the custom to treat differently the bodies and the head; see footnote 5).
Estonian folk religion knows natural sacred places of different levels, reaching
from a very individual sphere (located in the corner of a farm garden) to village
and larger communities’ levels (see Eisen 1996, 110 ff.); the rituals in the latter
were most probably carried out also with the participation of leading social groups.
Abandoning late prehistoric cemeteries in the early 13th century and the subsequent foundation of numerous village cemeteries and cemeteries in churchyards
are usually interpreted in the light of the advent of Christianity. Considering
what was said above, I would add and stress one more reason: the termination
of the Estonian elite in the course of the German-Danish conquest. After the
conquest, the remains of the elite families were gradually blended in common
rural population, and lost their traditions to bury in their own graveyards – except,
perhaps, the occasional later burials and offerings in some of these older cemeteries,
which are reported by both written sources and archaeological evidence. The
continuation of burials at some late prehistoric places well into the medieval era
(e.g. at Kaberla and Siksälä; see Selirand 1962; Laul & Valk 2007) can refer to
the continuity and survival of the leading families. The new religion brought about
the fading of the earlier mortuary customs involving the ‘improper burying’ of
the dead, and led to the establishment of local village cemeteries and cemeteries
in the churchyards. The village cemeteries can be interpreted as syncretistic
occurrences that included something from the Christianity, something from the
‘proper’ prehistoric burying, and something from sacred groves and earlier mortuary
customs of common people. The main archaeological consequence of that all was
that principally the majority of society was now buried in the ground; that is, their
death was no longer traceless.
I would like to finish this essay with the conclusion that death leaves traces
only if it is interpreted through culture. The burying or cremation of a dead
body is a culturally determined act. Birds and animals do not bury their dead, and
therefore, with the exception for those whose skeletons are occasionally preserved
due to favourable natural conditions, they disappear completely. Humans, too,
have not buried their dead during the major part of history. And although the first
human burials occurred very early, already in the Palaeolithic, the burying as
such has been selective for a very long time. Therefore the questions, who were
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buried and what became of the rest of the dead, are essential. The answers, I guess,
depend on times and places we are talking about; i.e. the answers are culturerelated.
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Valter Lang
JÄLJETU SURM.
PUUDUVAD MATUSED PRONKSI- JA RAUAAEGSES EESTIS
Resümee
Artikli lähtepunktiks on juba ammu tehtud tähelepanek, et suurem osa kunagi
Eestis elanud inimestest on arheoloogilise uurimistöö jaoks kadunud, st neid pole
maetud viisil, mis võimaldanuks nende avastamist ja uurimist tänapäevaste arheoloogiliste vahenditega. Näiteks vanemast pronksiajast ei tea me seni ühtki kindlat
kalmistut ega matust, kuigi pole kahtlust, et inimesed on Eestis tol ajal elanud.
Alates nooremast pronksiajast hakati küll rajama erinevat tüüpi matmispaiku,
kuid samas on ka selgeks saanud, et suuremat osa tolle aja ühiskonna inimestest
pole neisse maetud. Näib nii, et hinnanguliselt kuni 80% hilisrauaajal elanud inimestest ei ole maetud viisil, mis võimaldanuks nende säilmete püsimist pikema
aja jooksul. Varasemate ajajärkude puuduvate matuste osatähtsust on raskem
hinnata, kuna andmed tegeliku rahvaarvu kohta on liiga hüpoteetilised. Pole aga
kahtlust, et ka nooremal pronksiajal ja vanemal rauaajal maeti n-ö päriskalmetesse vaid väike osa selleaegsetest inimestest.
See väiksem osa, hinnanguliselt 20% või mõnevõrra rohkem, on kõikide kaalutluste põhjal moodustanud sellise rühma ühiskonnast, kellel on olnud juhtivam
ja mõjuvõimsam roll kas sotsiaalsel, religioossel või majanduslikul tasandil. Artiklis
on esitatud hüpotees hilisrauaajal rajatud nn päriskalmistute arvu vastavusest oletatavate muinasvakuste arvuga. Muinasvakused olid keskmiselt umbes 30–40
adramaa suurused ja 3–6 külast koosnevad maakasutus- ning maksustusühikud,
mis pärast maa vallutamist 13. sajandil võeti institutsioonina uute võimukandjate
poolt üle. Võib oletada, et muinasvakustel olid oma juhid või valdajad, kes moodustasid meie muinasaja lõpu ühiskonnas sotsiaalse ja majandusliku ülemkihi;
tõenäoliselt just neid maetigi matmispaikadesse, mis pidid püsima tulevaste
põlvedeni.
Kuidas on aga teisi ühiskonnaliikmeid maetud või kas neid maetigi selle sõna
otseses mõttes? Andmed selle kohta on mõistagi väga fragmentaarsed või isegi
puhtoletuslikud. Nii on kogunenud natuke infot omaaegsele maapinnale puistatud
põletusjäänuste kohta (Ilmandu, Tõugu), samuti matmispaikade kohta, kus seesugused puistepõletusmatused on kaetud õhema või paksema liiva-/mullakihiga
(Siksälä) või on säilmed aukudesse pandud. Naabermaade ainese eeskujul võib
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oletada ka põletusjäänuste puistamist vette. Samuti on tõenäoline, et surnud viidi
teatud kõrvalistesse kohtadesse ja jäeti lihtsalt maapinnale lebama. Viimasel ajal
läbi viidud eksperimendid tõendavad, et seesugustest maapinnale jäetud “matustest”
pole juba mõne aasta pärast mingeid silmaga nähtavaid jälgi. Ka etnograafilised paralleelid traditsionaalsetest kultuuridest kinnitavad mainitud matmisviiside olemasolu.
Kokkuvõtteks tuleb nentida, et surm jätab endast jälgi vaid siis, kui see on
mõtestatud läbi kultuuri. Surnute sihipärane matmine või põletamine on kultuuriliselt määratletud tegevus. Ja kuigi esimesed seesugused inimmatused toimusid
väga varakult, juba paleoliitikumis, jäi matmine kultuurilise käitumisviisina inimeste suhtes selektiivseks veel väga pikaks ajaks. Seetõttu on arheoloogias alati
olulised ka küsimused selle kohta, keda maeti tänaseni säilinud kalmetesse ja mis
sai ülejäänutest. Vastused neile küsimustele sõltuvad kõnealusest kohast ja ajast,
st need on kultuurispetsiifilised.

